
Abraham’s Descendants

What is the Holy Spirit communicating to us about our Father’s will that He wants us to pray for? 
Whatever He is saying in us, urging us, is what we have to pray. If He is not saying anything, we do not 
have to pray. Whatever is essential to the continuing of His people, at the morning and evening sacrifices, 
we have to pray for the essential things.
We are thankful for Elad being here with us. 
It is through Abraham’s seed that the whole world will be blessed. Because even though they are scattered all 
over the world (they are everywhere, not only Jews, but Naftali, Reuben, Gad, and all the other tribes), only a 
small remnant of them returned from Assyria in 700 BC. They had been scattered into Assyria because (of the 
sin of Solomon) there were two kingdoms in Israel, there was division, they were not keeping the Sabbath. So 
the ten tribes were taken away and never was there a mention of a return for them. And later, the other two 
tribes were taken off to Babylon for the same reason and the temple was destroyed and there was nothing left but
jackals in Jerusalem. The Jews were in Babylon and they could not sing when they were in captivity. (Like 
those little birds here that can’t sing if you put them in a box or a cage — they can only sing when they are free.) 
They laid their harps down in Babylon and wept. Lamentations is the sorrow of the Jews in Babylon. But 
then, 70 years later, through the prayers of Daniel and faithful men, they were delivered. Yet only a 
remnant returned and established Jerusalem.
One of Elad’s ancestors obviously came (out of Babylon) back to Jerusalem. Some of us are even 
descendants of Abraham, just as much as Elad, but we do not even know it. It doesn’t make a 
difference now actually, but our Father goes after the seed of Abraham first and then all the nations, 
tribes, and tongues. He is out in the world gathering people — the descendants of Abraham, and the 
Gentiles who are grafted into the tree. Not all natural Israel is Israel. So we are thankful that one of 
Elad’s ancestors came back from Babylon and rebuilt the temple.
Then our Master Yahshua was born in Bethlehem 500 years later and they rejected Him. And then, 70 years 
after that, 40 years after our Master Yahshua died and rose again and was seated in heaven to rule over the 
house of Jacob, Jerusalem was destroyed again. Not one of the Jews were left in Jerusalem. They were 
surrounded by Titus of Rome; they wound up eating their babies; all were killed except for a remnant 
who were scattered in Europe and all the world, until the Holocaust came when they were hated and 
persecuted and murdered, and even before that they were persecuted especially by the Catholic 
Church. And so only a few of those Jews are left with an identity as a Jew. (And Elad is one of those 
few.) There are only a few million Jews who have not lost their national identity. But most of them are 
in New York, not Israel. Most of them are in America in the territory of Judah, where our Father has 
chosen to establish the first tribe. They are to be convicted by our life and the prophecy in Isaiah.
Have you ever wept over what is written in the Bible? About the wonderful stories written down? The way 
Rebecca was chosen for Isaac to be his wife? Well, if you want to look at Abraham, look at Elad — Abraham 
passed his blood into Elad. That is why we love the Jews — they have Abraham’s blood.
Gal 3:29 — We are the seed, the very descendants of Abraham. That is our identity. Our identity is Abraham 
and we do the deeds of Abraham.
(We are thankful that Elad could spend this time with us and that we are getting to know him and he is getting 
to know us. We will never by the same again and neither will he. Maybe sometime when we go to Israel we’ll 
visit him.)
Our Master was a Jew, too — Yahshua of the tribe of Judah. He was the lion of the tribe of Judah — bold as a lion
 


